Schedule

9:00 - 9:20         Welcome and Intro
9:20 - 10:30        David Martin
                    DAML Services
10:30 - 11:00       Hatch
                    Reflective Collaborative Agents for Complex Service Integration
11:00 - 11:30       Naito
                    Design Principles for Effective Information Providing
11:30 - 12:00       Gannod
                    A Novel Service-Based Paradigm for Dynamic Component Integration
12:00 - 12:30       Thakar
                    Dynamically Composing Geo-spatial Web Services
14:00 - 14:30       Faltings
                    Intelligent Services Integration - overview of work at LIA-EPFL
14:30 - 15:00       Muslea
                    View Validation: A Case Study for Wrapper Induction and Text Classification
15:00 - 16:30       Focused topic discussions, demos